
Getting to the root of internal investigations  efficiently is critical for controlling costs and minimizing 

business disruption.  Sightline enables investigation workflows by delivering critical answers to case teams 

quickly, reducing document populations to lower downstream review costs and leveraging advanced 

analytics to cut through the noise to find meaningful data.

Sightline for Investigations
Deliver critical answers to case teams quickly and reduce downstream review costs

technology

For more information: 

consilio.com/sightline

sightline@consilio.com

Get quick insights into the composition of a document set

Leverage key documents and analytics to find similar documents of interest

Interactively and visually explore and investigate your data

Reduce your review expense with powerful culling tools

Leverage the Work Product You Know

Kicking off an investigation, 

case teams often don’t 

know what they don’t know.  

Sightline is designed to 

provide quick insights into a 

document set’s composition 

so teams can structure 

their next steps quickly.  

Using key documents as a 

starting point, Sightline’s 

Categorization: Find More 

Like These finds related 

documents quickly and 

effortlessly.
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Built In, Not Added On

Sightline includes email threading, textual near dupe and 

conceptual analytics in every standard license.  Every document 

that is ingested into Sightline is fully analyzed so users don’t 

wait to see insights.  The end result: every aspect of the culling, 

prioritization, review, QC and production experience leverages 

analytics to help clients solve their early case, investigatory and 

review challenges…without compromises.

For more information: 

consilio.com/sightline

sightline@consilio.com

Unlock the Power of the Non-Responsive Cull

In this world of habitual over-collection, case teams need powerful tools that help reduce the review 

population. The more documents you cull, the lower the review cost. Sightline’s interactive data 

exploration tools, like Tally, Timeline Report and Communication Explorer, provide the ability to narrow 

your document corpus by any metadata or work product field and remove non-responsive documents 

before your review even starts.

Simply Tally by file type or other attributes to find and select 

portions of docs that are likely non-responsive and folder them 

for removal.

Narrow your focus to specific dates, custodians, email 

addresses or other fields to find the records of potential 

interest.

Present your data in an interactive Timeline report to find and 

select records created within desired date range/s.
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Contact a Sightline 
Solutions Expert at: 

consilio.com/sightline
sightline@consilio.com

Ready to learn more?
Schedule a brief demo of the platform or discuss 

how to get started using Sightline for your 

project or matter.

Show. Don’t Tell
From personalized dashboards to customized, self-service reports, Sightline features in-the-moment 

visualizations that tell the data’s story.

Understand the velocity of your 

review and highlight irregularities

Expose phonetic hits in audio files 

and jump right to the heart of the 

conversation

Understand entire email threads in 

one visual representation

See your investigation project 

progress end-to-end

Understand progress made on 

reviewing assignments or batches of 

documents 


